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Abstract-The numerical accuracy of the boundary element (BE)
method used to solve the volume conduction problem of nested compartments, each having a homogeneous conductivity, is studied. The
following techniques for improving this accuracy are discussed: the
handling of the auto solid angle element Qi‘,the overall refinement of
the level of discreteness, the use of a locally refined discrete grid, the
isolated problem approach, and an adaptive refined computation of the
discrete surface integrals involved in the BE method. The effects of
these techniques on the numerical accuracy of the computed electrical
potentials are illustrated by taking a volume conductor consisting of
four concentric spheres representing the head since for this model an
analytical (exact) solution is available. The techniques are of importance for numerically computed electroencephalograms (EEG’s) since
the numerically computed surface EEG’s are severely affected by the
relatively low conductivity of the compartment representing the skull.

I. INTRODUCTION
OR a quantitative interpretation of electroencephalograms (EEG’s) and magnetoencephalograms (MEG’s)
in terms of the underlying brain activity, mathematical
models are used to describe both the source of this activity
and the head as a volume conductor. For this purpose, a
single current dipole and a four concentric spheres model
are commonly used since for these models analytical
expressions are available for computing both the EEG and
the MEG [I]. By means of inverse techniques, equivalent
sources can be estimated from measured EEG’s or
MEG’s. A more realistically shaped model of the head
[2]-[4] might result in better fits between measured and
estimated data since it describes the anatomical reality
better (Fig. 1).
However, during simulation studies using a head model
consisting of four realistically shaped compartments, the
discrete boundary element (BE) method used to compute
the EEG’s was found to generate numerical errors, which
were blown up due to the small conductivity of the skull
[ 5 ] . To study this problem, simulations of EEG’s based
on the four concentric spheres model were carried out by
means of the BE method. Comparison of the results with
those obtained by an analytic method [6] showed large
discrepancies. The differences in the field patterns due to
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Fig. 1. Triangularly paneled model of the outer compartment of the realistically shaped head as constructed by Meijs et al. [2].

the use of the realistically shaped head model rather than
the four concentric spheres model are in the same order
of magnitude [7]. As a consequence, no quantitative analysis could be made of the influence of realistically shaped
head models on the EEG.
Although the numerical errors can be reduced by increasing the number of discretization points, this increase
will result in extensive computation time and storage demands. To restrict the numerical effort and nevertheless
increase the numerical accuracy, the following techniques
have been studied in this paper: the approximation of the
auto solid angle element ( Qii ) is improved, a locally refined triangular grid is used and the magnification of the
numerical errors is eliminated by means of the isolated
problem (IP) approach, and finally, an adaptive refined
computation of the discrete surface integrals is studied.
Although Hamalainen and Sarvas [8] previously found
that for their three spheres model the numerical errors in
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the EEG’s could be reduced to an acceptable level by just
using the IP approach, it will be shown that the numerical
errors using a four spheres model are still relatively large
and need to be further reduced by the techniques discussed in this paper.
The numerical techniques described in this paper will
be studied for a triangulated four concentric spheres model
of the head since for this model an analytical expression
is available for the computation of the EEG’s [6] and,
hence, the numerical errors in the numerically computed
EEG’s can be quantified.
11. THEORY
A. The Boundary Element Method
The potential distribution at each boundary surface Sk
within an arbitrary shaped multicompartment model, in
which each compartment has a homogeneous and isotropic conductivity, can be computed [9] as

with

where
u, = the conductivity in the source region,
V r ( r ’ ) = the electrical potential which arises from
the source, located in an infinite homogeneous medium with conductivity U,,
d a k , = the solid angle subtended by the surface
element n dS in r on surface SI at a point
of observation r ’ , located on sk,
0; = the conductivity just inside surface sk,
u
: = the conductivity just outside surface sk,
Auk =
- a
,:
-

up = ;(a;

N

=

+ a:),

the total number of compartment boundaries.

Equation ( 1 ) shows that the contributions of the volume
currents to the potential distribution in a piecewise homogeneous volume conductor can be considered to be
equivalent to those resulting from current dipole layers
(double layers) at the compartment boundaries in a medium with conductivity ak. These dipole layers are also
called the “secondary sources. The orientation of these
secondary dipolar sources is normal to the interfaces and
their strengths are proportional to the local potential and
to the conductivity differences between the successive
compartments. The electrical potential due to these secondary sources is added to the electrical potential caused
by the primary source, thus setting up the total observed
potential. The Fredholm integral equation of the second
kind, denoted in ( l ) , must be solved in order to find the
potential distributions V, on the surfaces sk. A numerical
solution can be obtained by decomposing the closed sur”
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faces SI into N I triangular panels A{( j = 1 * * N I ). The
potential on each triangle is considered to be a constant
for which the potential at the center of mass of the triangles is taken, called the “center of mass” approach [lo].
The solid angle Qir(1) subtended by a triangle A { with
respect to the center of mass of triangle A; can be computed exactly if the locations of the vertices are known
[Ill.
The boundary element method handles the discrete version of integral (1) can be rewritten as the linear expression:
v =g

+ Bv.

(2)

The elements of matrix B and of the vectors v and g are
the potential value in the center of mass of the
ith triangle ( A , ),
g’ = the potential due to the source in the center of
mass of A , ,
B” = the matrix element which is proportional to the
solid angle subtended by AJ at the center of mass
of A , .
U’ =

Matrix B has an eigenvector with eigenvalue one ( h =
1 ). After eliminating this singularity as well as the other
known eigenvectors usually having a high eigenvalue ( 1 h 1
= 1 ) from this matrix B , by means of a multideflation
technique [12], the linear system (2) can be solved iteratively by using the Gauss-Seidel or the Jacobi iteration
scheme [ 131.
If the volume conductor involves more than one nested
compartment, numerical errors will become apparent.
These errors are due to the limited validity of the two
assumptions inherent to the BE method: 1) the potential
is assumed to be constant over each triangle and 2) the
auto solid angle element ( a ” ) , which is the solid angle
subtended by a triangle at a point of that same triangle, is
-27r.
In the next sections these discretization problems will
be discussed.
B. The Improved
Approximation
In the center of mass approach of the BE method, as
described above (2), the surface boundaries are discretized using triangular panels and the centers of mass of
these triangles are referred to as the discretization points.
The potential over each triangle A, is assumed to be constant and the discretized surface integral of ( 1 ) is approximated by
Q f f

SA, v/(r)

dak,

(3)

afJVJ

where

!If1 is the solid angle subtended by trianglej at the center of mass of triangle i, located on surface S, ( i
# j ) . The auto solid angle eletnent
is -2n
[12], and
v J is the potential value at the center of mass of triangle A,, on S I .
Q f f
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Instead of this “center of mass” approach of the BE
method, we use the vertex approach in which the vertex
points of the triangles rather than the centers of mass are
taken as the discretization points, U ’ is the potential calculated at vertex point j . Barr et al. [ 101 already demonstrated the advantages of the latter approach. The solid
angle Q“ in the vertex approach is, for i # j , defined as
one third of the solid angles subtended by the triangles
surrounding the vertex point j at vertex point i [ 1 4 ] . In
the center of mass approach a value of - 2 a is attached
to the auto solid angle element Qii and after moving the
term - Q i i v i to the left-hand side of ( 2 ) , the remaining
diagonal elements B ii ( the remaining Qii elements ), are
equal to zero. In the vertex approach, the remaining auto
solid angle elements Qii may deviate substantially from
zero and can even become of the order of one, denoted
by 0 ( 1). Therefore, a different approximation of the remaining auto solid angle nii will be used. This approximation has been introduced into the application of the BE
technique in basic electrocardiography by one of the authors [ 1 4 ] . Since it has not been documented before, it
will be described in Appendix VII-B, see also Fig. 2 . In
this approach
Qii =

2.lr

(cos ( a )- 1)
a

with

a = arccos ( r / R ) .

(4)

The total solid angle, subtended by a closed surface at
a vertex point i on this surface is equal to -2a if the
associated limit is taken for the observation point approaching vertex point i from the inside of the surface. A
possible difference in the computation of this solid angle
is distributed evenly over the vertex points surrounding
the vertex point i.
If the vertex approach of the BE method is used, the
elements of matrix B and vectors U and g of the linear
system represented in ( 2 ) are
U‘ =

I

Fig. 2. The surface around a vertex point i can be approximated by a
spherical segment. To span this segment we use the fact that the sides
opposite to vertex point i of the triangles surrounding this vertex point
enclose, in first order approximation, a circle with radius r . The distance
between the vertex point i and this circle is R.

partment is equal to zero ( U ; = a i - I = 0 ) and 2) the
‘‘remnant potential” uk being the difference between vk
and U::

vk(r’)=

~ : ( r ’+) U k ( r ’ ) .

(5)

The isolated potential U; on the “outer” surfaces of
the volume conductor (see Fig. 3) is zero since no sources
are present and the volume currents in this outer part are
also zero because j = a E = -agradV = 0. Consequently, the potential distribution U: is constant and can
be chosen to be equal to zero.

U;

where

U;

the potential in the ith vertex point,

g’ = the source term in the ith vertex point and

B”

=

the multideflated matrix element representing the
influence of the jth on the ith vertex point, B ii z
the remaining Q” # 0.

C. The Isolated Problem Approach
If one of the components inside the volume conductor
has a relatively low conductivity compared with the conductivities of the other components, the numerical errors
have been shown to be blown up [ 5 ] , [ 8 ] . Let us assume
that only one compartment inside the volume conductor
has a relatively low conductivity, not being the outer shell,
i.e., the ( m - 1 )th compartment of the volume conductor
consisting of N ( N > 2 ) , nested, compartments ( N Im ,
Fig. 3).
In the isolated problem (IP) approach, the potential distribution vk ( 1 ) is written as the sum of two parts: 1 ) the
“isolated pontential” U,“ which is computed under the
assumption that the conductivity in the ( m - 1)th com-

a i + = 0, hence 5: =

k = m.

la,

and Aa; = a,

(6)

For a volume conductor consisting of N compartments,
the equation for the remnant potential
can be derived
and rewritten in a form analogous to 1 (see Appendix
VII-B):
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’inner’ part

’outer’ part

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a volume conductor consisting of N , closed compartments. The Compartment boundaries are, for simplicity. represented as spheres but also other arbitrary shaped ones can be used. The ( m - 1 )th compartment has a relative small conductivity and divides the
whole volume conductor into an “inner” part ( S L , k = m up to N ) and an “outer” part ( & . k = 1 up to m - 1). The Cartesian and spherical
coordinate systems used are indicated in the figure.

Both ( 6 ) and (7) are Fredholm integral equations of the
second kind. Consequently, the numerical methods used
can be the same as those used for
for solving U: and
Vk. If more than one compartment inside the volume conductor has a relatively small conductivity, the IP approach
can be used repeatedly.
By using the IP approach, the magnification of the numerical error is diminished since the volume conductor,
used to compute the isolated potential U:, does not contain any compartments with a low conductivity and the
remnant potential u
k does not show error magnification
either. The last proposition can be understood by two aris proportional to
guments: 1) the new source term for
U,’ (7) and 2) the magnitude of u
k is small on the inner
surfaces (i.e., several percent of the total potential Vk)
and reduces when U,’ does, since for the computation of
U : the conductivity U,’ is assumed to be zero. Thus, since
both the source term and the volume term of uk will reduce when U,’ diminishes, the error magnification, which
originates from the blown-up difference between the exactly known source term and the numerically computed
volume term will be decreased if this IP approach is applied.
The numerical errors due to the use of the BE method
are not completely eliminated. If the IP approach is incorporated in the computations they are however reduced.
The potential distribution on the outer sphere of the four
concentric spheres model still depends on the way in
which the spherical compartment boundaries are discretized.
111. METHODS
A. Quantitative Measures
Since the potential distributions on the outer surface of
the volume conductor reflects the actual simulated and
measured EEG’s, the numerical errors in the simulated

potential distributions on this surface will be considered.
To quantify the numerical errors in these EEG’s we have
previously used the relative difference measure (RDM)
[151 which is defined as

where
V, is the reference potential distribution on the outer
surface, based on the analytical (exact) expression for the
single current dipole located in the four concentric spheres
model,
Vis the potential distribution on the outer surface of the
same volume conductor computed by means of the BE
method for the same source as used for V,, and
S is the area of the map considered.
The patterns of the potential distributions will not only
differ due to the use of different discretizations but the
magnitudes of the numerically computed EEG’s will also
be blown up due to the low conductivity of the skull [5].
The differences in the shape of the potential distributions
are far more important than the change in their absolute
magnitude since the magnitude only reflects the strength
of the source. To quantify the field differences, the RDM
has been modified slightly resulting in a new overall measure, the RDM*:
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The value of this new measure is mainly determined by
the differences in the patterns of the two distributions V
and VR. In addition to this a so-called MAG factor, representing the overall magnification of the potential distribution V will be used, defined as

The same discrete grids are used to represent both V
and VRwhen the values of the RDM* and MAG [(9), (lo)]
are computed.

B. Configuration
The numerical errors in the boundary element method
are studied by embedding a single current dipolar source
in a set of four concentric spheres, which is a commonly
used model of the head, and for such models analytical
expressions are available to compute the electrical potential [6]. The radii of the four spheres are adapted from
MRI-scans of the head of an adult, and were found to be
75, 71, 65, and 63 mm for the spheres representing the
scalp, skull, cerebro spinal fluid, and brain tissue, respectively [ 161. The conductivities of the homogeneous
compartments are adopted from Geddes and Baker [17]
and are 0.33, 0.0042, 1.0, and 0.33 S m-l, respectively, the spherical compartments are homogeneously
covered with 320 triangles resulting in 162 homogeneously distributed vertex points on each compartment
boundary. The single current dipole, which acts as the
source of the brain activity, is located at a depth of 25
mm if not stated else and is oriented tangential with respect to the spheres, its strength is 5 * lop6 A * m.

C. Discretization
The accuracy of the numerical solution of (2) can be
further improved by an overall refinement of the triangular grid, but this may result in extensive computational
times [53. To improve the numerical accuracy and nevertheless restrict the computational effort, another refining
method is studied.
To study the influence of the local grid refinements on
the EEG’s, the same model of the volume conductor is
used except for the fact that the spheres are not triangulated homogeneously. Instead, the triangular grids will be
refined locally, conserving the number of discretization
points used to describe the compartment boundaries.
These different triangular grids are constructed by changing the location of a so-called “point of focus” 5 . Each
triangular grid describing the individual compartment
boundaries consists of 320 triangles and each triangle, on
each compartment boundary, subtends the same solid angle with respect to the location of 3. The locations of the
source and of 5 (i.e., a up to g ) are indicated in Fig. 4
and their coordinates are listed in Table I.

Fig. 4. The relative position of the points of focus ( 5 = a up to g ) and
the source location (*) with respect to the four spheres model used in
this paper. The locations of 5 are chosen at different positions with respect to the dipolar EEG patterns.
TABLE I
SPHERICAL
COORDINATES
OF T H E POINTS
OF FOCUS
5
AND THE DIPOLAR
SOURCE

a

b*
C

d
e

f
g

Source

60
50
50
50
50
35
0

90
90
45
45
90
90
0

0
0
0
45
45
0
0

50

90

0

The source location and locations of the points of focus 5 are specified by the spherical coordinates ( r , 0 ,
v ) . The (*) indicates that the particular point of focus
coincides with the source location.

D. The Rejining Technique
In the second, adaptive, refining technique the computation of the element W v - ’[(3)] is refined if the variation
of the potential over the triangles is large. In other words,
the product is recomputed if the assumption that the potential is constant on a triangle is strongly violated. The
splitting criterium which determines which products W v ’
are to be recomputed is based on the source term g and
the matrix B [see (2)]. For this adaptive recomputation
method, the product n‘-’v’(3 B ” d ) is recomputed during
the iteration if criterium (1 1) is met:
where

1I V g J1I
11 VG 11
E

represents the magnitude of the variation
of the source term of the electrical potential for the triangles which surround
vertex pointj [(2)],
= (I1 VglII, OVg2 11, llvg3II, * * * 1 where
IlVg’Il = IlVg’Il ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , * Y,
is a chosen variable which determines the
number of recomputed products Q“u-’,
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MAX { 312 } determines the maximum element of the
matrix 312.
Using this criterium, those products @ v J will be recomputed for which B v V g J)I has the largest values. For
this adaptive recomputation method, the computation of
the original product Qvv' is improved by dividing each of
the n triangles which surround vertex point j into four
smaller triangles (see Fig. 5). The potential over each
smaller triangle is assumed to be the mean value of the
potentials in its vertex points. The contribution of a small
solid angle w to Qv is weighted by a factor which depends
on the location of the small triangle with respect to the
vertex point j * The improved approximation Of the disCrete surface integral is (see Appendix VII-C):

,.1

t"

.1.2

I(

n

+
+

.
. (.J

+ 2w;

+ 4VJ+' +

+
+

vJ+r

vJ+f+l

+

vJ+f+l

TABLE I1
VALUES
OF THE MEASURES
USED TO QUANTIFY
THE NUMERICAL
ERRORS
IN
THE COMPUTED
EEG's

)

+ 4vlf'+l

Fig. 5. When splitting criterium (1 1) is met for vertex pointj, each of the
n surrounding vertices is divided into four smaller ones such that the
sides of all of them are divided into equal parts. The original solid angle
Q", is split-up into 4n smaller triangles subtending the solid angles
(with m = 1 up to 4 and t = 1 up to m ) . The products W'LJ' are recomputed for all small triangles.

)

1

BE method

(12)

where
0,
is the area attributed to vertex point j ,
u $ is the solid angle of the mth small triangle of the tth
split triangle surrounding vertex point j . For our splitting
algorithm, m is divided into four smaller triangles, t = 1
through n and Z I " ~ + ' = U-'+'.
The refined computation of the auto-product Q"v', has
to be treated different from the one of Wv' since all triangles which surround this vertex point i subtend a solid
angle of -2n, as do all the small, refined, triangles. The
triangles surrounding vertex point i describe, in first-order
approximation, a spherical surface segment (see Fig. 2).
To recompute the product Q"v',not the triangles but this
dome-shaped segment will be divided into n parts. The
division of this segment is defined by the shape of the n
triangles surrounding vertex point i. The potential is interpolated linearly over each individual part of the segment.
By changing the variable E in the splitting criterium
(1 l ) , a percentage 6 of the total number of products will
be recomputed. For the refined computation of both the
isolated and the remnant potential distributions [(6) and
(7)], the same percentage 6 of recomputed products is
used.
IV. RESULTS
The effect of the improved Q" approximation on the numerically computed EEG's is illustrated for the four
spheres model of the head as described in Section 111-B
using a tangentially oriented single current dipole at a
depth of 40 mm. For this example the new, nonzero, W
approximation instead of the 'W' = 0" assumption results in a 10 percent reduction of the RDM value. Since
this new Cl" approximation was shown to give comparable
results for other discrotizations of the spherical model

BEiIP

Focus

5
a

b*
C

d

e

f

R

Mean
SD

RDM*

MAG

5.3

RDM*

MAG

0.02
0.02
0.19
0.36
0.45
0.09
0.32

4.4
4.4
4.0
3.7
3.7
2.9

0.02
0.01
0.13
0. I6
0.24
0.03
0.14

0.67
0.65
0.49
0.44
0.43
0.60
0.44

0.21
+O. 17

4.1
kO.8

0.10
k0.09

0.53
*o. I 1

The RDM* and the MAG values using 1) the BE method and 2) the BEiIP
method to solve the volume conduction problem for the four concentric
spheres model of the head. The triangular paneling of the four spheres is
determined by the location of the point of focus 5 . To compute the RDM*
and MAG values, the numerically computed potential distributions, based
on the grid considered, are compared with the analytically computed (exact) distributions in the same grid. The (*) indicates that the point of focus
coincides with the source location. The corresponding RDM* and MAG
values are printed bold. The mean values and the standard deviations (SD)
are given in the last rows.

( 5 = a up to g ) and much better numerical results for
lower levels of discreteness, it will be used in all following simulations.
It is evident that an increase of the number of discretization points will result in a reduction of the numerical
error. This effect was illustrated in an earlier study [5] in
which the number of points on the four compartments of
the spherical head model varied from 168 up to 320, 648,
and 1280. The numerical error was shown to be inversely
proportional to the number of discretization points.
Although an acceptably small RDM value can always
be obtained by an overall refinement of the grid, a local
refinement of the discrete grid may also result in a reduction o f t h e numerical errors. To present the effects of the
different local grid refinements on the simulated EEG's,
the numerical errors due to the use of different discrete
grids are quantified by means of the RDM* and MAG
values, listed in Table II(a). The potential distributions
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10.9

10.9

',

I

I

analytical
(a)

Fig. 6. The potential distributions on the outer compartment boundary of the four spheres model of the head. The first plot shows the exact potential
distribution computed by means of an analytical expression and in plots (b) up to ( f ) , the EEG's are numerically computed by means of the BE method
for different triangular grids. For each plot, the same dipolar source is used as used for the first one, but now the numerical computations are based
on different triangular grids describing the four spherical compartment boundaries. The small dots represent the vertices of the triangles on the outer
surface and their distribution therefore identifies the different discretizations in which the successive grids are deduced from the focus locations 3
being (b) up to ( f ) for Fig. 6(b) up to (f), respectively (see Fig. 4). The two large dots in each map indicate the position of the extremes in the analytic
potential distributions as presented in Fig. 6(a). The cross on each map is an identical location. The arrow indicates the position and orientation of
the projected source. The dotted lines indicate negative, the bold line zero and the solid lines positive potential values. The numerically computed
potentials in the plots, (b) through ( f ) , are normated which means that instead of V, V/MAG is,drawn [see (lo)]. The step between successive
A ' m.
isopotential lines is 62 p V , the source depth is 25 mm, and the strength of the tangentially orientated source is 5 .

on the outer surface, using a number of focus locations
3 , are represented in Fig. 6.
Since the conductivity of the skull is relatively low in
comparison with that of the other compartments, the numerical errors can be reduced by applying the IP approach
to the BE method. In Table II(b), the values of the quantitative measures are given for this modified BE method
for the same cases as presented in Table II(a). The numerically computed EEG's using this modified BE/IP
method are presented in Fig. 7. The distributions represented in this figure correspond with the same cases as
presented in Fig. 6.
Table II(a) and Fig. 6 show that 1) the shape of the
dipolar patterns strongly depend on the grid distribution
used and are deformed more if the discretization points
are distributed asymetrically with respect to the zero line
of the dipolar pattern [Table 11, 3 = d or e and Fig. 6(d)
or (e)] than if they are distributed symmetrically with re-

spect to this line ( 3 = c ) . 2) The dipolar patterns are not
deformed if the source and the point of focus coincide. 3)
The smallest values of the RDM due to the numerical
errors are an order of magnitude smaller than those which
result from EEG comparisons based on different volume
conductor models, which give RDM values (3 (0.5) [16].
To increase the quality of the BE method, the relative high
MAG values of 4 should be decreased to a value which
approximates the ideal value of one.
The numerical errors are reduced when the IP approach
is incorporated in the BE method. The deformations of
the numerically computed dipolar patterns, quantified by
the RDM* values in Table 11, are reduced by a factor of
approximately two. This can also be seen by comparing
Figs. 6 and 7. Comparable results were found for other
source locations and other locations of the point of focus.
The MAG factors, representing the magnification of the
numerically computed potential distribution, are reduced
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-10.3
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10.0

analytical
(a)

Fig. 7 . As Fig. 6, but in order to compute the potential distributions, the Isolated Problem approach is incorporated in the BE method.

TABLE 111
from a factor of 4 to a factor of 0.6, which is, however,
MEANVALUES OF THE QUAMITATIVE MEASURES
USING DIFFFRENI
still too far off the ideal value of 1.0 and should be inPRODCCTS
PERCENTAGES 6 OF RECOMPUTED
creased before this BE/IP method can be used in simulation studies involving different head models.
5 =
[c, d , e , g1
[bl
Finally, the effects of the refined computation of the
RDM*
MAG
RDM*
MAG
products QVvJon the final potential distribution are stud- 6 (percent)
ied for the same source and the same volume conductor
0.65
0.01
0.45
0.0
0.17
0.65
0.46
0.01
model as previously used. The percentage 6 of recom0.5
0. I5
0.65
0.02
0.47
I .o
0.13
puted products QVvJis chosen to be 0, 0.5, I , 2, 5 , and
0.62
0.03
0.45
2.0
0.12
10 percent, respectively. In Table 111, the mean values of
0.54
0.08
5.0
0.14
0.44
0.09
0.57
0.49
the RDM" and MAG are presented as a function of 6 ,
10.0
0.13
found by averaging the values of the measures for several The mean values of the RDM*s and MAG's for several values of the perlocations of the point of focus 3 .
centage 6 ,To compute the means of the second and third column. the
Table I11 shows that this adaptive recomputation method focus points 5 = c, d , e , and g are involved. The mean values of the
RDM*s and MAG's for which the point of focus and the source location
will not result in further improvements of the numerical coincides are given in the last two columns ( 5 = b, see Table I ) . Note,
results when more than 2 percent of the products are re- that if the grid is chosen optimally, the recomputation method even results
computed and the improvement of the numerical accuracy in an increase of the RDM* values.
is small compared with the effect of choosing different
locally refined grid distributions as represented in Tables
V . DISCUSSION
II(a) and II(b).
The potential distributions for the focus location 3 =
The Quantitative Measures: The main scope of this pad are visually represented in Fig. 8 for several values of per is to present methods which may reduce the numerical
the percentage 6 . The effects of the recomputation of the errors induced by the boundary element method. To quanproducts QVvJfor other foci and other source locations are tify these errors, a measure is needed which should be
comparable with the examples presented.
informative and yet simple to apply. We used the RDM
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10.0

1.0
0

m

0

m

analytical
(a)

Fig. 8. Potential distributions computed by means of the BE method involving the IP approach. The point of focus is kept constant ( 5 = d ) and the
percentage 6 of recomputed products Q”f1’ is varied. In the first plot. the analytically computed distribution is presented and in the following plots,
the values of 6 are 0, 0.5, 1 , 2 , 5 , and 10 percent, respectively

in this paper since it was found to be a simple and yet
very useful tool to quantify differences in the field patterns [15]. By modifying this RDM slightly, the RDM*
and MAG values can be used to quantify the deformations
of the magnified field patterns as well. Since the use of
this measure also implies a large data reduction, some
representative potential distributions are presented in the
Figs. 6 up to 8.
The Auto Solid Angle Element U’: Since the shape of
the surface, surrounding a vertex point i, is approximated
by a spherical surface segment, the new, nonzero approximation formula of the auto solid angle element Q“ seems
exclusively suited for the study of spherical models. For
other compartment models like the realistically shaped
model of the head, the local approximation of a spherical
segment surrounding a vertex point can also be shown to
be an appropriate choice.
The Isolated Problem Approach: We prefer the isolated problem approach to reduce the pattern deformations rather than the earlier proposed Richardson extrapolation [SI since the application of this extrapolation
requires that the Richardson condition is met, i.e., the
patterns of the potential distributions are the same for different discretization levels [ l s ] . Fig. 6 shows that this
condition is not satisfied if the grid-distributions are not
chosen optimally. However, the Richardson extrapolation
technique can still be used in those cases where the location of the source is known in advance since in that case
the point of focus 3 may be chosen to coincide with the
source location. In this case, no deformations of the dipolar pattern occurs.

The computational time needed to solve the volume
conduction problem for the four spheres model involved
in this paper is proportional to { ( N / 2 ) 2 log ( N / 2 ) + N 2
log ( N ) 1 if the IP approach is applied [ 191, whereas the
numerical effort needed to reduce the numerical error by
a factor of two by increasing the number of discretization
points is proportional to { ( 2 N )* log ( 2 N ) 1. The IP approach therefore results in a reduction of the computational time by a factor of 3 for this model and this discretization level which for our VAX 8650 computer means a
reduction of the CPU time from approximately 15 to 5
min for each solution of the forward problem.
In accordance with the results presented by Hamalainen
and Sarvas [8], who used spherical models which contain
only one inner compartment, we have found that for such
compartment models the BE method involving the IP approach results in MAG factors of approximately the ideal
value of one. The residual MAG factor of 0.6 in the present paper is probably due to the fact that the surface integral of the isolated potential distribution [ Ss, U: in (7)]
is reduced in magnitude. Therefore the new source term
on the outer surfaces, and as a consequence the potential
distribution on the outer surface, is reduced as well. We
have made a separate analysis for the volume conductor
consisting of only one inner compartment. Here the isolated potential distribution on the inner sphere was found
to be computed with high precision, resulting in an adequate source term for U, and therefore a MAG factor of
approximately 1. However, the RDM* values for these
volume conductors were found to be in the same order of
magnitude as those presented in Table II(b).
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The Multigrid-Like Re$ning Technique: This technique
is usually applied to numerical problems which vary
strongly during the iterative process, where the panel refinements are adapted during the iterative process and
based on several levels of grid refinement [20]. In our
case, only the source term g of the potential is used to
determine which products Q"vJ have to be recomputed
during the iteration. This is permitted since the potential
distributions do not change substantially during the iterative process. By using the proposed splitting criterium
instead of a more general one, the computational effort
necessary to keep track of the potential distribution during
the iteration, is avoided.
An adaptive grid refining technique is essential if iterative inverse algorithms are based on the BE method since
the location of the estimated source varies during such a
procedure and the ultimate location of the equivalent
source can only be determined appropriately if the numerical errors do not depend on the chosen grid. Another
advantage of an adaptive grid refining technique, based
on the splitting criterium (1 l ) , is that for realistically
shaped head models those triangles, which are located
close to the source will be refined automatically. In a realistically shaped head model this may be the case for the
triangular panels on a fissure.
By changing the location of 5 , different discrete grid
distributions have been simulated while keeping the number of vertex points constant. This technique turns out to
be far more effective than the adaptive recomputation
method which is shown to give no appreciable reduction
of the numerical errors.
The Numerical Accuracy: The accuracy of the computed electrical potentials cannot be easily determined if
our realistically shaped head is involved in simulation
studies because no analytical expression is available for
such a volume conductor model. However, it is possible
to estimate the accuracy of the numerically computed results because the numerical errors made are linearly dependent on l ) the area of the triangles and 2) the curvature
of the surfaces 1211. Addendum 1): the number of points
used to describe each compartment of our realistically
shaped four compartment model is at least 288 which will
result in a finer triangular grid than the one taken to describe the spherical models. Addendum 2): although the
shape of the latter model differs from that of the tissue
boundaries of our realistically shaped head model, the
curvatures of the compartments of these two models are
of the same order of magnitude. We may therefore assume that the numerical errors for our realistically shaped
four-compartment model of the head cannot be essentially
larger than the ones found in this paper and are therefore
representative for those using a realistically shaped head.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded from the results presented in this
paper that it is desirable to eliminate the numerical errors
due to the use of the BE method when this method is used
to study the influence of different head models on the
EEG's. Several methods are shown to be successful for
improving the numerical accuracy as for instance, the
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handling of the auto solid angle, the isolated problem approach, and the local grid refining technique. To restrict
the computational effort, an adaptive grid refining technique should be used in which a basic, coarse, grid is
refined at those locations where the discretization assumptions cause the largest numerical errors.
The EEG simulations presented in this paper show that
the refined computation of the products Q2"vJdoes not noticeably improve the numerical accuracy whereas it is
shown that the use of a local grid refining technique is
very effective for this purpose. We therefore suggest that
for future EEG simulations involving the BE/IP method
an adaptive grid refining technique should be used in
which extra discretization points are added to an original,
coarse, grid.
VII. APPENDIXES
A . The Qii Approximation
The solid angle Q , subtended by the areas A and A' of
the spherical segments S and S' at the vertex point i (see
Fig. 9) are by definition the same and can be computed
straightforwardly:
Q

=

Sj R"R

s

dS = - j r d p

r/r

sin

( e ) de

@U

S

(e,),

=

-27r cos

R

=

\RI,

dS

=

n dS, n being the outward normal on S ,

(AI)

with

eo = arcsin ( r / R ) .
When the auto solid angle element Qii is to be approximated, we have to take into account that part of this solid
angle Q has to be attached to point i and partly to the
vertices which surround vertex point i . To include this
property in the Qii approximation formula, the area dS' is
weighted by a function f which is linearly dependent on
the spherical coordinate 0. This weighting function f is
equal to one for 19 = 7r/2 and is zero for 19 = 0,. The
approximation formula for the auto solid angle element is
therefore determined by the surface integral A2 :

Q" =

j

s

f(0)

R'

~ ' 3dS'

S'

-'.[(:

1 - sin (0,)

=

- 80)

1 - cos
with a0 = arccos ( r / R ) .

1

((Yo)
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,,
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U i ( r )dam, - 27rU;(r’)
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c

l
N
- Au,
41Gm I = I

1

Ui(r)dQm,.

SI

1
(A6)

C. Recomputing the Sugace Integrals

Fig. 9. The auto-solid angle element Q” is determined by the location and
shape of the triangles surrounding vertex point i. These triangles subtend, in first-order approximation, the same solid angle at i as the spherical segment S’. The infinitesimal solid angle dn can be assigned to dS
or dS’ and the surface integral of (A2) can therefore be performed on S’
as well.

When the product Qijdis recomputed, each one of the
n triangles which surround vertex point j is split up into
four smaller triangles (see Fig. 5 ) . To compute this product for these small triangles, the electrical potential is assumed to be a linear function over the refined triangles
and the potentials on the small triangles are approximated
by
3: = (4u’ + u J + f+ U J + l + l ) / 6 ,

B. The Isolated Problem Approach
The potential distribution vk in r‘ on compartment
boundary sk is for the IP approach written as a sum of two
terms:

3; =

+ quJ+l + uj+f+l)/6,

=

+

uj+l

+

af, =

+

uj+t

+ u.i+f+l)/3,

4 J + f + l)/67
(A7)

with
-

with

U: ( r ’) the solution of the volume conduction problem
involving the inner, isolated surfaces only. U ; ( r ‘ ) = 0
on the outer surfaces and uk (r’) the remnant potential on
the original volume conductor.
Substitution of (A3) into (1) yields:

U:, the mean value of the potential over the mth small
triangle and
t representing a coarse triangle having j as a vertex
point, t = 1 up to n ,
rn indicates a small triangle numbered from 1 up to 4
and u j + n + l = u j + l .
In the vertex approach, the solid angle ( Q i l ) of a triangle t with respect to a point i, has to be attributed to the
three vertex points of that triangle. To estimate the attribution of Qir to the solid angle of vertex point j of triangle
t (i.e., no),the area of the triangle is weighed with a
linear function which is one at the vertex point j and zero
at the opposing vertices. A surface integral analogous to
the integral in ( A 2 ) results in the approximation formula
of the attribution of Qil to the solid angle Q”.

Rewriting (6) results in
When a triangle is split up into four smaller triangles,
the attribution of the solid angles of these small triangles
to the solid angle of a vertex point j can be determined by
using the same linear function as used to approximate Q”
in ( A 8 ) .The resulting weighing factors for the solid angle
contribution of the four small triangles to the vertex point
j are given between brackets in Fig. 10.
The solid angle ai’subtended by vertex point j at vertex
point i is approximated by the sum of the weighed solid
angle contributions of the n sets of four small triangles:

= U,.
where O[ = ak f o r k # m and
Substitution of (A5) into ( A 4 ) yields
c

r

l

.

N

s,

n

dQi’

z

c 4wy + a$ +

I=

1

+ 2w$

(A9)

with
the solid angle subtended by the mth small triangle of the tth coarse triangle surrounding vertex point j
at vertex point i.
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j +I

J
Fig. 10. The factors with which the small solid angles w z ( m = 1 . . . 4 ,
t = l . . . n , see Fig. 5 ) are weighted to obtain the solid angle a’’ of
vertex point j with respect to the vertex point i.

The expressions for the refined product Wu-’ is found
by combining (A7) and (A9):
@I

V l ( r ) d Q k=
l

4w‘:Z;
t=l

+ w:U: + wgUi

+ 2w;v;.
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